FAMILY
MEDICINE

UNCOMPLICATE YOUR PRACTICE

As a Primary Care Physician, you see
everything. You manage a busy and
dynamic practice and sit on the
frontline of healthcare. You also face
new challenges – from increasing
numbers of chronic disease cases, to
coping with escalating financial
uncertainty, while working to
effectively optimize your billing to
match the patient care you provide.
You need an EHR vendor you can
rely on, so that you can focus on
what really matters – your patients.

WITH NIGHTINGALE’S CLOUD-BASED EHR, YOU WILL HAVE:

At Nightingale, we support our
clients in family medicine with our
progressive and easy-to-use cloudbased EHR, allowing you to manage
the unique needs and workflow of
your practice more effectively.

Simple billing
Capture maximum reimbursement with effective billing features and daily
submissions.

Chronic Disease Management Tools
Proactively and effectively monitor and profile for chronic disease, such as
diabetes, with your patients.
Customized templates for quick and effective documentation
Quickly and effectively document your high volume of unique patient encounters,
from a simple cold to a smoking cessation follow-up visit.
Integrated drug database
Gain piece of mind that medication is being safely prescribed.
Lab interfaces with all major labs in Ontario
Order and receive test results for your patients in real time.

The portability of the cloud
Access your records from the hospital, the clinic, or even at home. You are
working harder – let the cloud help you work smarter.

At Nightingale, we’ve enjoyed over a decade of experience in EHR and support over 16,000 users on our system. We are the
clear partner of choice when it comes to easy-to-use, intuitive and reliable web-based solutions for healthcare providers like
you.
Interested in learning more about how Nightingale can help you handle the challenges faced by today’s Family Physicians?
Contact us at info@nightingalemd.com or call us at 1-866-852-3663 to learn more.
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